
 

 

 

 

 

The Firm takes pride in organizing the following Student Initiatives 

 

1. ROLLING TROPHY IN DIRECT TAXES 

The initiative is held for students who are registered with our Firm and pursuing 

Chartered Accountancy course. Two rolling shields in Direct Tax for our article 

students have been introduced. 

 

The students are divided into two categories, Category I representing students in 

their first 18 months of articles make a Team presentation and Category II 

representing students who have completed 18 months of articles who will make 

individual presentation.  

 

The competition is usually held twice a year.  

 

Five teams consisting of students in the category I make presentation in Round 1. 

Four teams move to Round 2, out of which three teams are short-listed for the 

final presentation. Five students in the category II make individual presentation 

in Round 1, four students move to Round 2, out of which three students are 

selected for the final presentation.  

 

Round 1 is evaluated by the CAs’ in the Firm. Round 2 is evaluated by the 

Partners. The Final presentation is evaluated by external distinguished persons in 

the related fields. The Prize Distribution event is graced by a Chief Guest and 

Guest of Honor. Winning Individual and Team are awarded Trophy and 

certificates. Certificate of appreciation is also distributed to deserving students. 

 

The students participate with great enthusiasm which helps build their confidence 

and improve communication skills while also nurturing team spirit amongst them. 

 

 



 

 

2. RBCIAN HAPPY LEARNING DAY 

(RBCIANHLD) 

This is a Saturday class initiative.  

 

Students are encouraged to make presentations on selected exam topics. Every 

quarter the program is given a refreshing twist.  

 

Lately the event was conducted as below. 

 

CA Students of the Firm are categorized into three groups 

1. GROUP -1       Articles in their First 10 months of training 

2. GROUP -2       Articles in their Next 14 months of training 

3. GROUP -3       Articles in their Last 12 months of training,  

                          and, Articles who have completed their Term 

A subject relevant to CA Exams is chosen and allotted to each group such as 

Accounting Standards, Standards on Auditing, Ind-AS to name a few. 

 

Specific Topic for each group is selected and announced on a specified date. 

 

Reading time & taking Notes is allotted as below: 

1. GROUP -1      60 minutes 

2. GROUP -2      90 minutes 

3. GROUP -3      120 minutes 

Oral Presentation is given by one member of the group selected on random basis 

and another on voluntary basis. Each Presentation in each Group is restricted to 

15 minutes 

 

It is supervised and reviewed by CA’s. Writing of Synopsis by all Articles of all 

Groups and submit for evaluation by CAs. 

 

The above initiative gives an internal insight to the students on their level of 

understanding, their preparedness and success in taking on the CA exams. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

APPRECIATION & AWARDS 

 

Best Performer in each Group is given a to be pinned 

to dress and also displayed on the notice 

board in office 

  

Consistent performance is given  in the Presentation 

function of DTRT. 

 

Performance in all programs of RBCO is considered for rating of 

 at the 

time of Completion of Training 

 

 

RBCO Wishes All Students Happy Learning !!! 

 

 


